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Abstract
Ghost is a real time system for estimating human

body posture and detecting body parts in monochro-
matic imagery. It constructs a silhouette based body
model to determine the location of the body parts while
people are in generic postures. It combines hierarchi-
cal body pose estimation, a convex hull analysis of the
silhouette, and a partial mapping from the body parts
to the silhouette segments using a distance transform
method that does not violate the topology of the hu-
man body. Experimental results demonstrate robust-
ness and real-time performance of the proposed algo-
rithm.

1 Introduction
Visual interpretation of people and their move-

ments is an important issue in many applications, such
as surveillance systems, and virtual reality interfaces.
The ability to �nd and track people's body and body
parts is therefore an important visual problem. In this
work, we describe a monocular system, Ghost, to �nd
and label people's body parts from images in real time.
Ghost is a real time system for detecting human

body parts in monochromatic imagery. It constructs
a silhouette-based body model to determine the loca-
tion of the body parts. In this paper, we describe the
computational models employed by Ghost to predict
the location of the six main body parts (e.g, the head,
hands(2), feet(2), and the torso) while a person is in
any of a number of postures.

There has been recent interest on detecting , track-
ing and understanding human actions [13, 11, 7, 5,
3, 2]. With increasing processor power, more atten-
tion has been given to intelligent real time surveillance
systems which detect people [13, 7, 5, 6, 4] and rec-
ognize their activities [2, 11]. Detecting and tracking
human body parts (the head, hands, feet) is important
in understanding human activities. When the system
detects a person in the scene, a geometric body part
analysis is applied to the foreground regions where the
person is detected. W 4 [5, 6] and other previous sys-
tems [8, 7, 13, 9, 1] make the assumption that people
perform actions while they are in an upright-standing
posture, and perform their body part analysis based
on that assumption. However, a surveillance systems
should operate and track body parts while the per-
son is in other generic postures (e.g., sitting, crawl-
ing). We propose an algorithm that works not only in
the upright-standing posture but also in other generic
postures. A hierarchical posture representation is pro-

Figure 1: Some silhouette boundaries of the same per-
son in di�erent posture

posed in Ghost. Any body posture is classi�ed a main
posture (in this paper we consider four main postures:
standing, sitting, crawling-bending, and laying down)
and then each main posture is sub-classi�ed into one
of three view-based appearances (front-view, left-side,
and right-side).
Ghost works under the control of W 4. W 4 invokes

Ghost when it needs to locate body parts (when W 4

detects a new person or when it loses a body part
which was being tracked). Ghost locates the body
parts and passes their estimated locations to W 4. W 4

then tracks the individual body parts using its corre-
lation method.

Our system is motivated by two basic observations
on the relative location of body parts while people are
in action.

� It is very likely that the head, hands, elbows, feet,
and knees lie on the silhouette boundary.

� The human body in any given posture has a
topological structure which constrains the rela-
tive locations of body parts. The order of body
parts along the silhouette boundary does not typi-
cally change when people perform ax action while
maintaininga generic posture (walking); however,
the order does change when they change their
generic posture (walking to sitting).

Ghost uses a silhouette-based body model which
consists of 6 primary body parts (head, hands(2),
feet(2), and torso), which we want to locate, and
10 secondary parts( elbows(2), knees(2), shoulders(2),
armpits(2), hip, and upper back) which could be on
the silhouette boundary and can help to locate the
primary parts using the topology of the human body.
The outline of the algorithm used in Ghost is as fol-
lows:
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Figure 2: Examples of the order of the body parts on the silhouette boundary

1. A hierarchical body posture analysis is applied to
the silhouette to compute the similarities of hor-
izontal and vertical projection histograms of the
detected silhouette and the main postures. The
body posture which yields the highest similarity
measure is taken as the estimated posture.

2. A recursive convex-hull algorithm is applied to
�nd possible body part locations on the silhouette
boundary.

3. The location of the head is predicted using the
major axis of the silhouette, the hull vertices, and
the topology of the estimated body posture.

4. When the head location is determined, a topolog-
ical analysis is applied to eliminate the hull ver-
tices which won't be labeled as body parts, and
to map the remaining hull vertices to the body
parts using a topological-order preserved distance
transform calculation.

2 Related Work
P�nder [13] is a real-time system for tracking a per-

son which uses a multi-class statistical model of color
and shape to segment the person from a background
scene. It locates and tracks a person's head and hands
under a wide range of viewing condition. Iwasawa[7]
introduced a real-time method to estimate the posture
of a human from thermal images acquired by an in-
frared camera regardless of the background and light-
ing conditions. Lueugh and Yang [9] tried to solve the
body labeling problem in a sequence of images. They
describe a segmentation method, using di�erence im-
ages and past history. Akita [1] used a key frame se-
quence of stick �gures to approximately predict the
locations of body parts in intermediate frames.

3 Detection of Human Body Parts
Ghost takes silhouettes of people as input to locate

body parts. Silhouettes are segmented from the back-
ground by a four stage process: thresholding, noise
cleaning, morphological �ltering and object detection.
A detailed description of our background scene mod-
eling and foreground region detection can be found
in [5, 6].

3.1 2D body modeling using silhouettes
Ghost uses a silhouette-based body model which

consists of 6 primary body parts (head, hands, feet,

and torso), which we want to locate, and 10 secondary
parts( elbows, knees, shoulders, armpits, hip, and up-
per back) which could be on the silhouette boundary
and can help in locating the primary parts using the
topology of the human body (Figure 2). It is not nec-
essary to �nd all body parts in any single frame; some
of them might not be visible from a given point of
view.

The primary and secondary body parts should
be consistent with the order of the respective
main posture (with small variations). These or-
ders are preserved as long as the body stays
in the same main posture. For example, if
we start from the head (Figure 2) in clockwise
order, the main order for the upright-standing
pose is head-shoulder-elbow-hand-armpit-knee-foot-
foot-knee-armpit-hand-elbow-shoulder-head. This or-
der could vary for di�erent view points. Some parts
could be missing on the silhouette boundary or some
parts are switched in the order locally (elbow-hand or
hand-elbow) because of relative motion of the parts
or local occlusions. However, the relative location
of some parts (head, feet) should be preserved. For
example, head-elbow-shoulder or hand-feet-knee are
unacceptable partial orders for the standing posture.
Any order of the body parts in the given silhouette
should be generated from the order of the main pos-
ture by deleting the missing parts or switching the
location of some neighbor parts (elbow-hand). There-
fore, if we know the posture of the given silhouette
and the location of at least one body part, the label-
ing problem becomes one of mapping the set of body
parts to the set of the silhouette segments without vi-
olating the expected order of the respective posture.

3.2 Estimation of the human body pos-
ture

People can be in many di�erent postures while they
are performing actions. Each posture has di�erent ap-
pearances (views) varying with the point of view. Our
system makes the assumption that the angle between
the view direction and the ground plane is within 0o

to +60o . We collected examples of people over a
wide range of views, and extracted their silhouettes
to discover the order of body parts on the silhouette
for di�erent postures. We observed that four di�er-
ent main postures (standing, sitting, crawling-bending
and laying down) have large di�erences in the order of
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Figure 3: The similarity of four main postures for two di�erent sequences
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Figure 4: The vertical and horizontal normalized
projections of standing, crawling-bending and laying
down postures used in the body posture estimation

body parts. The order in other postures is typically
a variation of one of the main postures. Ghost classi-
�es the observed human body posture in a hierarchi-
cal manner. Any body posture is classi�ed into one
of the four main postures (standing, sitting, crawling-
bending, laying) and then each main posture is clas-
si�ed into one of three view-based appearances (front-
view, left-side view and right-side view).

A body posture is represented by the normalized
horizontal and vertical projection histograms (projec-
tion), the median coordinate, and the major axis of
its silhouette. Average normalized horizontal and ver-
tical projection templates for each main posture (and
for each view-based appearance of each main posture)
were computed experimentally using 4500 silhouettes
of 7 di�erent people in 3 di�erent views. These fea-
tures are used to determine the similarity of the given
posture to one of the four main postures. In Figure 4,
the normalized vertical and horizontal projection tem-
plates of the standing, crawling-bending, laying down,
and sitting postures used in the body posture estima-
tion in Ghost are shown.
Ghost determines and normalize the vertical and

horizontal projections of the silhouette. Normaliza-
tion is done by rescaling the silhouette into a �xed
vertical length while keeping the original aspect ratio.
Ghost then compares the observed silhouette with the
projection templates of the four main postures using
the sum of absolute di�erence method to estimate the
most similar main posture. Let Si be the similarity
between the detected silhouette and ith main posture,
Hi and V i the horizontal and vertical projections of
ith main posture,respectively, and P and R the hori-
zontal and vertical projections of the detected silhou-
ette. Si is calculated as:

Si = �log(
128X

h

128X

v

j(Hi

h � Ph)j+ j(V i

v �Rv)j (1)

Ghost determines the most similar main posture by
using the highest score; it then applies the same
method to determine the most similar view-based ap-
pearance for the estimated main posture. In Fig-
ure 3, the result of main posture and the view-
based appearance estimation are shown for two se-
quences. In sequence 1 (1750 frames), the person per-
forms some simple work-out actions. He was in the
following postures (with frame numbers): standing

Figure 5: The body in the standing pose (a), the
convex-hull vertices (b), the shape approximation by
the convex-hull vertices (c), the convex and concave
hull vertices (d), and the shape approximation by con-
vex and concave hull vertices (e).

(0-850), crawling-bending (850-910), standing (920-
970), crawling-bending(left view) (970-1080), stand-
ing (1080-1270), crawling-bending (right view) (1270-
1320), standing (1320-1380) and laying down (1400-
1470). The graph in Figure 3(b) shows how the clas-
si�cation method is able to select the correct posture
over time. 95% of the postures were successfully clas-
si�ed in that sequence. Figure 3(c) shows the view-
based appearance estimation for the standing (left)
and crawling-bending (right) main postures for se-
quence 1. Note that when the body is in the crawling-
bending posture (the peaks in the �gure 3(c)-right),
the view-based appearance was successfully classi�ed.
In sequence 2 (750 frame), the person performs a
\walk-sit-walk" action. She was in the following pos-
tures: standing (0-180), sitting (200-700) and standing
(710-750). The graph in Figure 3(e) shows classi�ca-
tion results for sequence 2. 98% of the postures are
correctly classi�ed in that sequence.

3.3 Detection of the convex and concave
hulls on silhouettes

Because of the topology of humans, it is likely that
some body parts always appear on the extreme points
or curvature maxima of the silhouette boundary. We
need to �nd those points on the silhouette in order
to �nd the set of locations which will be labeled as
body parts. We implemented a recursive convex hull
algorithm (Graham scan) to �nd these vertices (hulls)
which are candidates to belong to one of the primary
body parts. We modi�ed the Graham scan convex-hull
algorithm to be able to exploit the silhouette prop-
erty and speed up the calculations. Convex hull ver-
tices alone are not enough for shape representation of
the silhouette. We also need also some concave hull
vertices to obtain a better representation of the sil-
houette. Therefore, we implemented our hull analysis
in recursive: we �rst �nd the convex hull vertices of
the silhouette in the �rst iteration, and then we ap-
plied the same convex hull algorithm to each of the
silhouette segments between two convex hull vertices
detected in �rst iteration to �nd the concave hull ver-
tices. Figure 5 shows one of the standing poses (a), the
convex hull vertices on its silhouette(b), the shape ap-
proximation by the convex hull vertices alone (c), the
convex and concave hull vertices on its silhouette(d),
and the shape approximation by convex and concave
hull vertices(e).
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Figure 6: the silhouette segments for the head location
predicted by Ghost

3.4 Prediction of body part locations
3.4.1 Prediction of the head location

We need to select one body part as a starting point to
be able use the order constraints and relative distances
of body parts to �nd the other. We take the head as
a reference point to locate the other parts. The head
is a stable body part compared to the others, and
its location can be easily predicted. Ghost tries to
�nd a silhouette segment which includes the head by
combining the constraints on the order of body parts
on the silhouette for the expected main posture, the
principal axis of the silhouette and the ground plane
information. Let p be major axis of the silhouette,
and let l1 and l2 be the two lines which intersect p at
the median coordinate of the silhouette. The angles
between l1 and p is �o and the angle between l2 and
p is ��o. Ghost determines the silhouette segments
whose starting and end points intersect points between
the silhouette and lines l1 and l2, respectively. � varies
between 22o to 45o according to the estimated posture
and the aspect ratio of the silhouette. The ground
plane is used to eliminate the silhouette segment which
is on the opposite side of the head with respect to
the median coordinate. In Figure 6, the silhouette
segments for the predicted head locations are shown.

3.4.2 Prediction of the feet and hands and

torso locations

After Ghost determines the head location, it tries to
�nd the other primary body parts in the order of the
feet, the hands, and the torso using prior-knowledge
about the topology of the estimated body posture. Let
M i be a subset of the primary and secondary body
parts which are predicted to be visible given the hyp-
notized main posture. Let Ct be set of the convex and
concave hull vertices detected on the silhouette bound-
ary. We need to �nd a fast and simple partial mapping
fromM i to Ct to solve the labeling problem; the label-
ing should be consistent with the order of body parts
for the estimated posture. Relative path distances are
used to check if the mapping is consistent with the or-
der. The relative distances and the order-constraints

Figure 7: Distance transform from the head, feet, and
median

for each main posture and view-based appearance of
the main posture are calculated experimentally. Ini-
tially, the path distances from the head and median to
hull vertices are computed using a distance transform
method. After the initial distance calculation is done,
each hull vertex is assigned to one or more body parts
according to their relative distances as long as they
satisfy the order-constraints of the estimated posture.
The hull vertices which are assigned to the feet are la-
beled �rst, then the hull vertices for shoulders, upper
backs, hands, elbows, armpits and knees are labeled.
If there is more than one vertex assigned to the same
body part, another search is applied by narrowing the
order constraints for those vertices. While labeling a
vertex, the distances to the previously labeled vertices
should also be consistent. The torso is located between
the median coordinate and the head along the major
axis of the silhouette. Examples of body part labeling
results of Ghost are shown in Figure 8

4 Conclusion and Discussion
We have described an approach to detect body

parts of people using silhouettes that is implemented
in a a system called Ghost which is working under
the control of the human detection and tracking sys-
tem W 4 [5]. Ghost has been implemented in C++
and runs under the Windows NT operating system.
Currently, for 320x240 resolution gray scale images,
Ghost runs at 10-20 Hz on a PC which has dual 200
Mhz pentium processor. It has the capability to de-
tect the body parts (the head, hands, feet, and torso)
of multiple people in complex backgrounds. Figure 8
illustrates the body part labeling results for di�erent
postures.

There are several directions that we are pursuing
to improve the performance of Ghost and to extend
its capabilities. We are studying the use of a statisti-
cal model to formulate the partial mapping from the
hulls on the boundary to the body part. The relative
motion of the body parts could be employed to get
more robust and correct mappings. In current imple-
mentation, shadows create problems in locating body
parts which are too close to the ground. Better re-
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Figure 8: Examples of using silhouette model to locate the body parts in di�erent actions

sults could be obtained if shadows are removed from
the silhouette, perhaps based on stereo or motion.
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